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● Loading options for your customers, guests and
employees
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D-34246 Vellmar

● a pioneer in e-mobility

Phone: +49 (0) 561 / 31 09 26 0
Fax: +49 (0) 561 / 31 09 26 99
E-mail: kontakt@pnc-vertrieb.de
Web: plugncharge.de

● Active contribution to environmental protection
● Positive perception in the public
● Billing to third-party users possible
● Individual branding
● Recognizable at first glance as a charging station

www.plugncharge.de
PLUG'n CHARGE is a member of the Federal Association E-Mobilität e.V.

Charging stations
for your e-mobility
e-ChargingStation
e-ParkingSystem
e-Wallbox
PedelecChargingSystem

Everything from
a single source!
Charging technology for: Customer Parking | Hotels | Gastronomy | Tourism | City | Local Authorities | Municipal Utilities | Electricity Suppliers | Private

www.plugncharge.de

e-ChargingStation

e-ParkingSystem

Our unmistakable design creates the link to the topic of emobility in the form of a synapse in the power grid, as the
upper part of the charging point! The form of charging point is
classic and creative. As new important city furniture for the
future of e-mobility. The outer shell of our products is made of
a special concrete, making it particularly
environmentally friendly and robust. For this
we stand for safety and a reliable quality.

The e-parking system consists of three separate charging
stations, which are visually and technically connected to a
parking system, which is quickly the first e-parking occupied!
With the e-parking system of the PLUG'n CHARGE you follow
the development of e-mobility: - from simple charging - to
charging in the system (intelligent charging)
The PLUG'n CHARGE stations are made of special concrete with
a standardized interface. The vehicle owner can connect his
own plug (type 2 or adapter).

e-Wallbox Basic cable

PedelecChargingSystem (4 Chargingpoints)

Online monitoring, billing, access control? No problem!

The e-Wallbox Basic of PLUG'n CHARGE is graceful, firm and
recognizable. The technical components are integrated in the
inner housing. They are equipped with a charging cable IEC
type 2 according to VDE-AR-E 2623-2-2. The control of the
charging current according to IEC 61851 or VDE-AR-E 2623-2-2
is ensured by the charging controller.
Of course, there is the e-wallbox with a charging socket
instead of the plug. Then with a power failure plug release.
And of course as a premium version for loading in the system
with access control, system monitoring and billing.

e-ChargingStationPremium
People know exactly what it's all about. We also know the
requirements of people who have an e-car and/or charging
infrastructure ready. Our premium products offer what the
discerning person demands: professional PLUGN’ CHARGE
quality for the highest demands in terms of function and
usability. The premium Station is prepared for loading in the
system. This includes our control Panel including the possibility
of data communication.

We at PLUG'n CHARGE have accepted the challenge:
Our e-wallbox is made of special
concrete with a smooth surface!
The Wallbox is admired for that.
Made of raw materials, with
inspiration and passion. The
technology behind it is German
industry standard, tried and
tested a thousand times.
Plug in, load, DONE!

e-ChargingStationBasic
Small budget? The good does not necessarily
have to be expensive, prove the products of
the category basic, which remain affordable
despite their excellent quality. The basic echarging station can be extended to the
premium at any time.
This guarantees the conditions for a nondiscriminatory and barrier-free loading
according to the European Standard mode 3
and a mode 3 automatic locking during the
charging process.

e-Wallbox

For PLUG'n CHARGE, e-mobility is both the e-car and the
pedelec. With charging stations for pedelecs and e-bikes,
PLUG'n CHARGE remains the pioneer in this market segment:
for example, in terms of usability in handling the charger. For
this PLUG'n CHARGE offers a KEYLESS operability that is unique
on the market. The function is available to users and operators
of the charging station for pedelecs at any time mobile and of
course free!
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